WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF ADVANCED STEM CELL THERAPY

www.prmedica-inc.com
Hola Stem Cell Facilitators!

You are receiving this report because you are a facilitator or preferred client who previously have referred clients to the clinic at PRMEDICA for stem cell therapy. We have important information about new stem cell protocols available at the clinic. Stem cell protocols are evolving quickly, and we stay on the leading edge.

We at PRMEDICA are excited about the new protocols we have implemented just since mid-year 2018. Our signature protocol, for the treatment of degenerative diseases of the joints, has been significantly improved due to more research in the field. PRMEDICA has achieved over 90% success rate for the treatment of osteoarthritis of the knee joints using a specific combination of mesenchymal stem cells, ozonated PRP and hyaluronic acid. We have also achieved impressive results for the treatment of other troublesome joints such as the shoulder, hips, back, neck, hands, feet, elbows, and ankles.

If you or your referrals have previously received stem cell therapy at PRMEDICA for degenerative joint disease and still have recurring issues, such as chronic pain and inflammation, you are invited to visit the clinic at PRMEDICA in Los Cabos for a free review of your current condition. At no charge we will take new images of the joints we previously treated and compare with your original images. If there is not a noticeable increase of cartilage and an improvement in your overall condition, we will offer you the newly developed protocol at a special low price. Please contact us if you believe you may qualify for this special offer. Or if you have referred clients to the clinic and would like us to review their existing condition at no charge, we would be glad to do that, too.
PRMEDICA specializes in advanced stem cell therapy and has recently developed several new generation stem cell protocols that have achieved significant success in treating degenerative diseases of the joints, orthopedic injuries, and symptoms of Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and Autism.

Much of our success is a result of the types and quality of stem cells we employ for the many diseases we treat. PRMEDICA use Mesenchymal stem/stromal cells (MSCs) from neonatal sources such as the human umbilical cord and placenta which comprise a heterogeneous population of multipotent progenitors that possess four biological properties that make them special candidates for cell therapy: a broad differentiation potential, the capacity to produce and secrete factors that promote tissue remodeling, low immunogenicity, and immunosuppressive properties. Regarding this last property, MSCs can interact with both innate and adaptive immune cells and thus exert profound effects on immune responses. Using Mesenchymal stem cells assures that we can treat many diseases and achieve optimal results.

Advanced protocols

Degenerative Joint Disease
The symptoms of degenerative joint disease are caused by the gradual deterioration of articular cartilage on joint surfaces. The stem cell procedure for treating arthrosis on the main articulations such as knees, hips, shoulders, back, neck, hands, feet, elbows, and ankles is a simple non-surgical outpatient procedure with no general anesthesia. Treating degenerative joint disease of the knees, shoulders, hips, back and neck are the main procedures performed at the clinic with a high rate of success. However, a small percentage of patients may still experience pain and discomfort several months after the procedure and the articular cartilage on the joint surfaces has not been sufficiently restored or only partially restored. The clinic has researched and developed a more advanced protocol for the treatment of arthrosis on the main articulations and the new procedure has achieved significant success. Here are details of the new procedure.

• The process starts with x-ray, MRI or ultrasound images of the affected joint(s), and complete blood work to check for infectious diseases and cancer markers to determine if client is suitable candidate for stem cell treatment
• If client is suffering pain and inflammation of the joint the doctor may recommend ozone therapy to ease the pain and reduce inflammation, at least one day before the stem cell treatment. The ozone is injected into the affected joint(s). This will reduce inflammation and pain and prepare the joint for stem cell treatment.

• Doctor reviews condition of joint(s) and decide on the quantity of stem cells and method of application to provide optimal results of the patient’s condition. Depending on the severity of the condition doctor may inject between 25 million to 50 million stem cells in the affected joint.

• Before injecting the stem cells the doctor will take a sample of client’s blood which is spun in a centrifuge to produce platelet-rich plasma (PRP). The PRP is then ozonated with an infiltration of ozone and injected into the joint together with the stem cells and hyaluronic acid. This lubricates the joint and helps eliminate pain and reduce inflammation and will activate the stem cells to promote additional healing. Combining the PRP with stem cells will stimulate the movement of cells towards the joint and make those stem cells work harder to heal damaged tissue.

• Doctor may inject directly into the affected joint(s) under ultrasound guidance to pinpoint with absolute precision the exact location of the injection. If multiple joints are to be treaded doctor may apply stem cells by intravenous infusion.

In addition, the client is given a nutrient supplement to be taken orally for 3 months to help with the restoration of the cartilage. As part of the advanced protocol we also recommend the stem cell booster implant which contains nutrients derived from the placenta and is injected into the fatty tissue of the abdomen, with a tiny needle that goes just under the skin. The implant will slowly release nutrients to activate and nourish the body’s stem cells and enhances the healing process. The booster implant is mixed with a sample of the client’s blood which is spun in the centrifuge and this process will improve the disbursement of the nutrients in the body. Also, 20% more nutrients have been added to the booster implant to provide longer lasting benefits.

The implant will provide an overall feeling of well-being and promotes good health.
New Advanced Protocol For Treatment of Degenerative Joint Disease

This new advanced protocol is for treatment of degenerative joint disease of the knees, hips, shoulders, back, neck, hands, feet, elbows, and ankles.

The clinic has achieved significantly improved results for treatment of degenerative joint disease with minimal increase in the costs.
Symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson disease and Autism.
The neurogenic property and immune modulatory effects of Mesenchymal stem/stromal cells (MSCs) provide a foundation upon which MSCs can be used to treat neurological disorders. The new and advanced protocol for treating the symptoms of Alzheimer’s, Parkinson and Autism as follows:

- We administer an IV infusion rich in mesenchymal stem cells, delivering 2 to 3 million stem cells per kilogram of the client’s body weight. These mesenchymal stem cells are derived from human umbilical cord and placenta that have profound effects on immune responses.
- 3-5 sessions Ozone IV autohemotherapy
- 2-4 sessions Modified Meyer’s Cocktail
- 10 sessions Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (2 - 2.5 ATA)

Our stem cell treatment protocols allow us to administer large quantities of stem cells to adapt to each patient’s specific condition to provide maximum regenerative benefits. For patients with Alzheimer’s and Parkinson Disease the treatment will provide a reduction of symptoms and eliminate brain fog and the complete treatment takes 10 to 14 days.
For the complete protocols for these conditions, contact the clinic for details.
DERMIBLAST PLUS FACELIFT

Dermiblast Plus is a single session facelift that significantly restores aging skin, resulting in a complete facial rejuvenation without surgery. The most advanced facial rejuvenation facial on the market.

The Dermiblast Plus Facelift uses fibroblasts and mesenchymal stem cells from clinically approved donors and mixed with platelet-rich plasma obtained from the patient’s own blood. The combination of fibroblasts, stem cells and PRP are injected into the mid-structures of the face and below the skin surface with a micro-needling device.

This achieves a diffused infusion of concentrated platelet growth factors, fibroblasts and mesenchymal stem cells throughout the dermis of the face.

After this, a specially prepared Bio-Filler of concentrated platelets with added hyaluronic acid is strategically placed in the smile lines, crow’s feet, chin, cheeks, forehead, and corners of the mouth using a very tiny needle. This adds volume and smooth out the deep creases and wrinkles in the face. This is a single session treatment and the results will be long-lasting, for 2 years or more.

A second application of PRP may be given 6 to 8 weeks later to stimulate the effects of the fibroblasts and stem cells to produce longer lasting results. Also included in the treatment is a facial cream containing numerous growth factors that will help maintain firmness, elasticity, and for hydration of the skin.

The Dermiblast Plus Facelift takes about 60 to 90 minutes and is performed as an out-patient procedure. This treatment is available at PRMEDICA clinic in Cabo San Lucas.

**Normal Price $3500 US**
WELLNESS IV STEM CELL THERAPY

By applying a massive quantity of stem cells, up to 200 million by IV infusion, we can slow down the aging process by simultaneously stimulating the repair of multiple tissues of the body.

To hasten the process we include a stem cell booster implant which is placed in the fatty tissues of the abdomen and slowly releases nutrients to activate and nourish the body’s stem cells. The nutritional implant prepares your body for the stem cell IV infusion and will enhance and prolong the body’s regenerative process.

Benefits of Wellness IV Stem Cell Therapy

• Energy boost
• Relief of painful conditions
• Decreased inflammation
• Positive changes in mood
• Improvement sleep quality
• Circulation improvement
• Better skin appearance and hair reinforcement
• Better response to your medical treatments
• Preventive care & maintenance of good health

The Wellness IV Stem Cell Therapy provides a positive feeling of well-being and helps maintain good health up to 12 months.
OZONE THERAPY

Ozone therapy works on the principle that medical grade ozone (O3), a highly reactive form of pure oxygen, can trigger healing responses in the body. Injecting ozone into the knee joint quickly reduces pain and improves function and the quality of life for people suffering arthritis of the knee and other degenerative joint conditions.

Benefits of Ozone Therapy
- Stimulates the immune system to speed up the healing
- Has anti-inflammatory properties that reduces swelling and pain
- An effective antibiotic
- Improves circulation by enhancing blood flow
- Relieves muscular aches and pain
- Builds muscle and dissipates fat
- Boosts energy levels so your body stays healthy.
- Fights infection and speeds recovery

For comprehensive report on benefits of Ozone Therapy visit www.prmedica-inc.com and click on link to Ozone Therapy Report.

If you are suffering joint pain and considering stem cell therapy, ozone therapy is often the first step on the path to recovery. PRMEDICA Inc. specialize in advanced stem cell therapy, and often recommend ozone therapy as part of the healing process.

Ozone therapy usually require 6 to 10 sessions of IV infusions or injections to achieve optimal results.

Normal Cost per session $125 US
CHELATION

Chelation therapy is treatment used in conventional medicine for removing heavy metals (including mercury) from the blood. It involves intravenous injections of a chelating agent, EDTA (ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid), a synthetic amino acid. EDTA binds to heavy metals and minerals in the blood so that they can be excreted in the urine.

Toxins are everywhere! Lead, mercury and other heavy metals are part of our lives. This drip attracts and removes the conglomeration of toxins the patient is exposed to daily. This positively affects the normal metabolism of harmful substances that otherwise would deposit in the body for long periods of time.

Cost per session $100 US
IV VITAMINS

The super-charged B vitamin cocktail will get you through your daily routine and activities, without feeling tired or have the down feeling of caffeine and energy drinks. Contains B vitamins for energy, Magnesium to regulate your bio chemical system, it will improve nerve and glucose control and help prevent memory loss.

IV THERAPIES AVAILABLE BASED ON MEYERS COCKTAIL PROTOCOL

• **Regular Meyers Cocktail:** works by increasing the blood circulation of several vitamins and minerals beyond what can be achieved when taking supplements orally.

• **Meyer’s Rehydrate:** helps make muscles and joints work better, cleanses toxins from your body, an effective rehydration

• **Meyer’s Super Boost Revival:** Your Red Carpet Best! All the stated benefits of the famous Meyer’s Energy Cocktail. All the benefits of our Body Rejuvenation IV infusion, which includes Glutathione (super antioxidant).

• **Meyer’s Body Rejuvenation Cocktail:** Glutathione will help boost immune function, detoxify the liver, improve skin elasticity and produce a healthy glow.
“I have severe arthritis in my knees. Several years ago I had to stop playing basketball, soccer and even jogging because my knees felt weak and weren’t able to stand the impact.

Last November I was in San Jose del Cabo, Mexico and was introduced to Dr. Victor Ocegueda at PRMEDICA who has been involved with stem cell therapy for many years. Dr. Victor examined my x-rays and my knees and following an initial diagnosis, he told me my left knee not only had bone and cartilage damage, it was close to being bone on bone. In addition, the ligaments were badly frayed. His analysis of both knees appeared far more thorough than any other doctor I had seen. In spite of the damage, Dr. Victor said he believed stem cell therapy would work. He believed I would need an injection of 50 million stem cells in my left knee and 25 million in my right knee. He was confident the right knee would be as good as new. The left knee would improve, but he was uncertain as to the extent of the improvement.

I committed to go ahead with the procedure in January 2018. The estimated cost for both knees was $6000 US. I’ve documented the details of my experience and those interested in reading about it can access the report on my website www.classicalprinciples.com Hover over the economics button at top. Click healthcare and scroll down.

Towards the end of 6 months my knees much considerably felt stronger. Bottom line, at 6 months after therapy I’m thrilled with the results. I plan to see Dr Victor this winter and write another update at my one year anniversary.”

Robert Genetski
Have been dealing with chronic back pain for the last 20 years, diagnosed with 5 bulging discs in the lower lumbar with 2 of them ruptured. The treatment that was prescribed to me by Doctor Victor Ocegueda was started with an abdominal implant and following that with an IV Infusion and a few months later with another IV infusion.

I actually read a small article in the Gringo Gazette in Cabo San Lucas and did my research from there, ending up finding out about PRMEDICA, one thing led to another. How do you feel when you have not pain? AMAZING, when you go from having pain on the scale 1 to 10 on the 9 every day, to know pain free life there is no better experience than that… I get to enjoy life again.

The whole experience with PRMEDICA was pretty amazing as well. Dr Victor and staff were very professional, they treated me with great professional courtesies, explaining the procedures and everything very well and I was extremely comfortable with getting the procedure done with no apprehension whatsoever. I will highly recommend PRMEDICA, I mean who will not want to have a pain free life and getting it without surgery, that is the most amazing thing anybody can do.

Bruce Woods
MEDICAL TOURISM LOS CABOS
Leading Medical Tourism Destination in Mexico

Every year thousands of people are traveling to Los Cabos for medical and dental treatment at a fraction of the costs in the USA and Canada. They have discovered the many benefits of medical tourism and combine a vacation in beautiful Los Cabos with medical treatments they receive at highly rated hospitals and clinics in the region.

PRMEDICA are the leaders in medical tourism in Los Cabos, and welcome clients every week from abroad, particularly those from Canada, the USA and Asia Pacific for treatment at our medical clinics in Los Cabos. We specialize in regenerative medicine and offer the latest advances in stem cell therapy for orthopedic injuries, arthritis, and other degenerative joint conditions, particularly of the knees, hips, shoulders and back. Our advanced stem cell procedures achieve significant results in treating diabetes, chronic degenerative disease, neurological diseases, and many other conditions. These non-surgical procedures offer a viable alternative to invasive surgery.

We take good care of you, from the time you first contact us to inquire about having your medical treatment in Los Cabos, and after you return home. We assign a case manager to liaise with you and obtain the most competitive prices for your treatment. We will assist with travel arrangements, hotel or private accommodations, car rentals, local transportation to and from our medical clinic, and all the services you require, ensuring your stay in Los Cabos is a restful and enjoyable experience.

We make sure you receive the best medical treatment and will enjoy your visit to Los Cabos, Mexico.
NEW LOCATIONS
PRMEDICA has recently opened a second clinic in Cabo San Lucas located on the second level at Blue Net Hospital at Km.6 on the Carretera Transpeninsular between CSL and San Jose. The clinic specializes in facial rejuvenation and anti-aging treatments, wellness IV stem cell therapy, chelation and IV vitamin therapy.

Our main clinic in San Jose del Cabo specializes in advanced stem cell therapy and provide treatments for degenerative joint disease, orthopedic injuries, and other chronic degenerative diseases. The clinic also provides treatments for the symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson disease and Autism, and many other conditions. The clinic has recently installed an x-ray machine and ozone generator to provide better services to our clients.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PRMEDICA is associated with CryoVida, a leading human stem cell clinic in Mexico, to provide stem cells for clinical and commercial applications worldwide. CryoVida are pioneers in stem cell development and research, with more than 13 years of experience in stem cell therapy.

PRMEDICA is also associated with CBCCells, a clinic located in Guadalajara dedicated to stem cell research and development. CBCCells operate a licensed stem cell bank and fully equipped laboratories with the latest technology for the isolation and culture of adult stem cells for commercial use. The clinic specializes in work with mesenchymal stem cells for research and development purposes, and for medical use.

PRMEDICA offers the support and expertise of the leading stem cell research clinics in Mexico, and employ highly skilled medical professionals to provide clients the most advanced protocols for stem cell procedures in Mexico.
BUILDING AND INVESTING FOR THE FUTURE

PRMEDICA has commenced plans to construct a clinic on the parcel of land the company purchased at Km. 7 on the Transpeninsular Highway between Cabo San Lucas and San Jose del Cabo. The building will be approx. 35,000 square feet on 3 levels overlooking the Bay of Cabo San Lucas.

Parking is under ground and an elevator will take clients to the appropriate floors. On first level will be installed the latest state-of-the-art diagnostic and medical equipment including ECG, Portable X-Ray, C-Arm, Mammogram, 64-slice CT, MRI, Ultrasound, Hyper-baric Chamber. minor surgery room and administrative offices.

On second level administrative offices, waiting rooms, 6 doctor consulting and treatment rooms, IV rooms, fully equipped laboratory, culture chambers and incubators.

On third level conference rooms and cafeteria

In addition to regenerative medicine PRMEDICA also specialize in preventive medicine, with the latest equipment and technology for accurate diagnosis of your health. The clinic will have the most advanced screening and diagnostic technology that can quickly identify many diseases before they start, including screening tests for colon cancer, prostate cancer, mammography and whole body executive check-ups.
Time to invest in your future health

PRMEDICA will invest 10% of the company’s sales revenues in research and development of new protocols for chronic degenerative diseases, neurological diseases, cancer therapy and other conditions. After the clients receive treatment at the clinic will receive a certificate to show that 10% of the cost of the treatment will be invested in stem cell research and development.
Contact For More Information
011 52 624 688 8497